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Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Pearson, 300 Venture Way, Hadley, MA 01035 TExES ESL Supplemental Ultimate GuideJordan Allen2019-12-09T21:18:16+00:00 © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Every year, thousands of aspiring educators graduated from certification programs offered all throughout the Texas state. Before they can receive their certification and begin their careers, these teachers must first contend with the TExES
Program (also known as the Texas Studies of Educator Standards Program). This programme is intended to assess whether incoming teachers have acquired all the skills necessary to effectively educate their students. TExES ExamTExES Study GuideTExES FlashcardsESL teachers must meet special requirements to qualify to teach in their fields. As such, the state of Texas offers them a unique study under the TExES Program: the English as a second language supplemental. The TExES
ESL exam comes in a digitized format. More specifically, the exam qualifies as a CAT, or computer-managed test, which means test takers will be given the exam via computer. The exam will contain 80 questions in total. All questions will be multiple choice. How long is the exam? The exam has a duration of about five (5) hours. What subjects does the exam cover? The TExES ESL exam contains three topics, also called domains. These areas deal with specific aspects of ESL education and
include: Foundations for ESL Education, Cultural Awareness and Family and Community Involvement account for 30 percent of exam total content. Questions in this area concern how to promote community and family participation as ESL students who teach; how best to help your students; how to cultivate a productive classroom setting; and basic educational conditions in the ESL area. ESL Instruction and Assessment is the largest domain during the TExES exam, covering 45 percent of its
total materials. It focuses on creating targeted lesson plans based on a class's exam results; the types of exams offered to students the various elements that ESL students come into contact with at a cultural, linguistic and educational level, and what impact these elements have on their learning how to conduct ESL classes properly and effectively based on the age and skill level of one's students; how students acquire languages and how this can be used in the classroom; and the elementary
principles of English.Language Concepts and Language Acquisition is the test's shortest domain, at only 25 percent. It is about how students acquire language and how this can be utilized in the classroom, as well as the elementary principles of English.How Will be scored? The TExES ESL exam has a specific score range. 300 is the highest possible score that a test taker can receive, while 100 100 Lowest. The minimum passing score for the exam is approximately 240.How Much will it cost to
take the TExES ESL Exam? The TExES ESL exam, like most other exams administered under the TExES label, costs $131 upon registration. Students living abroad must pay an extra $55.When Is the ESL Exam Available? Because the TExES ESL exam is computer-based, test takers can enroll in the exam all year round. Test takers can use the official TEA website to register. How does exam registration work? Test takers must log into their accounts to register or create an account if they
don't yet have one. From there they can create a test date and location. If necessary, test takers can also complete their registration over the phone, or via postage mail. Mail registration is only available for those who want to test on a Monday.What is the best way to prepare this exam? Mometrix Test Preparation team specializes in producing study tools designed to promote the success of test takers. On this page you can access two of our resources for the TExES ESL exam: our study
guidance and practice exam. Our TExES ESL study guide provides a thorough explanation of each facet of the exam. Our TExES ESL practice exam allows students to experience the test for themselves and get an idea of how well they will perform. TExES ESL Supplemental Practice TestTExES ESL Supplemental Practice TestMometrix Academy is a completely free resource provided by Mometrix Test Preparation. If you find taking advantage of our efforts here, check out our premium quality
TExES English as a second language supplemental study guide to take your study to the next level. Just click on TExES English as a second language Supplemental study guide link below. Your purchase also helps us make even more good, free content for test-takers. TExES Study Guide TExES FlashcardsTExES Exam - Home of Mometrix Test Preparation | Last Updated: 8 November 2019 50 Question | Total Trials: 17512 Educational Psychology Psychology Student Career After enrolling
in school, ELL (English Language Learners) are tested to determine their ability to function in English. This is called: Mrs. Radomski is preparing a maths lesson for her third-grade class. She has several ELL students in her class. Their language skills have been recorded as a Level I, Pre-production. Because of how important it is, Ms. Radomski has assembled manipulative, realia, and visuals for use in maths lessons. Ms. Radomski should expect ELL students in her class to answer her
questions during the lesson by: Pointing, gesticulating or drawing Completing the blank answers Answering throughout sentences Raise their hands and answer orally when Mrs. Finegan introduces lessons in her ESL classroom, she is using visuals, gestures and interrogations to help students help students that they do not understand. The language that a student is able to understand using this type of teaching (supporting contextual clues such as body language, gestures, context, or prior
knowledge) is known as: Marvin says he now wants to go eat. Which linguist term best describes this error? Carlos is a second year ESL student who loves his ESL teacher and enjoys going to his ESL class. He likes the other students in his class and enjoys the stories his teacher shares. Field sensitive students can be described by all the following except: Paying attention to people and things in the environment As a supportive environment Jose was observed talking to his friends during the
break. He was overheard telling Carlos the guy was driving quickly to go home. After the break, Jose's teacher asked him to share a moment that surprised him. He told the class a man accelerated as he drove home.  The meaning of the sentence was the same, but delivered in a different way. This is an example of: School districts in Texas must establish and operate a Language Proficiency Committee (LPAC) in local board policy. Which of the following must the district have registered? Policy
and procedures for appointment Policy and procedures for training members Policy and procedures for selection A first year ESL teacher uses formal knowledge of the grammar system, phonetic decoding, and rules of use in her classroom. What type of language approach does she use? When an ESL teacher incorporates small group learning, which of the following should be used? Arrange to ensure equal numbers of boys and girls Change groups every two the three days Experiment with
different group compositions Assign more difficult tasks When a teacher regularly wants to communicate with an ESL parent, does she need what type of communication? Conversations with parents There has been an increase in the number of immigrant students in a local junior high school (Santa Fe Jr. High) whose primary language is not English. The teachers asked the administration for training to help them help the new students. What kind of education would help teachers learn more
about their students? Cultural Diversity Education Community Awareness Training When there is little or no expressive language, an ESL student goes through what period of learning? Mr. Guest knows that students learn a different language using what they already know about their first language. He has encouraged parents of his ELL students to have their children play (songs, rhymes, puzzles) with the English language. He does this because the language is: Acquired at an unconscious level
Thrives on informal atmosphere Requires positive reinforcement Ms. Jackson knows that when positive attention is given to a student about his/her listening and speaking skills, it helps the student: listening and speaking skills Increase listening skills Overcome speech profanity Increase the thinking skills Mrs Finegan knows, that by giving positive attention to a Marvin's listening and speaking will help him: Overcome speech expression Increasing listening and speaking skills Increasing speech
skills When identifying limited English proficient students, districts must administer to each student in Prekindergarten through Class 1 : A test of reading approved by the Texas Education Agency A test of reading and mathematics An oral language proficiency test approved by the Texas Education Agency A test approved by texas education agency Level I Pre-production is the first stage of language acquisition. It is characterized by: Understanding and almost indigenous speech Ms. Criswell, an
ESL teacher, has a kindergarten class that has two levels an English language level (ELL) student, three level two ELL students and five levels five ELL students. She has invited the parents of ELL students to school for a meeting to explain that they should encourage their children to play with their new languages through songs, rhymes and puzzles. She also encouraged parents to read to their children in the home language. Ms. Criswell shares with parents that people are learning a new
language using what they already know about their primary or first language and by going through some of the same stages of first language development. Why does Ms. Criswell encourage parents to read to children in the home language? She wants the children to produce expressive language. She wants the kids to learn cognates. She believes it will increase the use of idiomatic expressions. She knows that people learn a different language by using what they already know about their first
language. Santa Fe ISD reports student progress to parents of ELL children participating in the progams offered on each campus at least
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
They stop and have a brief discussion about the rules of the game. The sentences are short, and the questions and answers seem to be complemented by facial expressions and hand gesticulating. These children speak using which register? Mrs Barker is preparing a math class for her second grade.  She has three English-language (ELL) students in her class.  All three of the students have been assessed and their language skills have been registered as Level I, Pre-Production. She has
gathered manipulative, realia, and lots of visuals for maths lesson because she knows it will encourage student success.   Mrs. Barker is trying to give ____________ _________ to her students? Ms Scales leverages portfolios to assess and monitor her ELL student performance Academic. Portfolios are useful because: They can be used as a self-evaluation tool Parents can see signs of their child's progress Mrs. Radomski records observations in a notebook she keeps on her desk. She takes
the time each day to observe her kindergarten students as they work in different centers in her classroom. She uses the information when talking to parents about the children's development. Which of the following is an ongoing record of observed behaviour or behaviour over a period of time?   Languages 1 (L1) and Language 2 (L2) have many similarities. It is: Both are developmental and have phases. Both are on an unconscious level. Both focus on communication and opinion. Importance.
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